Always prepared with a Munters Spares Kit

Ensure smooth and undisturbed operation of your Munters air treatment equipment with our specially designed Spares Kits.

Your Munters dehumidifier/air treatment system is manufactured from high quality parts and components to secure optimal operation and minimal breakdowns.

Some of these components are designed to be consumable and should be replaced regularly in order to maintain optimal performance.

For example, Safety Thermostats should be replaced every third year to ensure reliable operation. Our highly skilled Service Technicians are available, ensuring a fast and competent replacement of the parts.

For your convenience Munters has designed and packed a variety of Spare Parts Kits to meet with your needs of regular maintenance and to prevent costly downtime in case of breakdown.

Munters Service:
- Consumable Spares Kit
- Maintenance Spares Kit
- Critical Spares Kit

Benefits:
- Spares Kit individually designed
- Consumable parts always at hand
- Original Munters spare parts
- Save costly express freight
- Preventing downtime caused by lack of spares
The Consumable Spares Kits are designed to contain the correct number of replacement parts for a specific period. By having a kit of original Munters’ parts on hand, tailored to your specific machine type, you save money on excessive freight costs and avoid the complexity of identifying and ordering a selection of individual items.

**Kit I - for one year of operation**
This kit contains material for 3 filter changes.

**Kit II - for two years of operation**
This kit consists of material for 6 filter changes and springs for tensioners and also rotation magnets.

**Kit III - for three years of operation**
This kit contains filter material for 9 filter changes, belts and belt tensioners, required magnets and safety thermostats.

In case your Munters equipment uses fan belts, these are included in all three types of kits as well.

To facilitate an effective programme of preventive maintenance and thereby avoid costly breakdowns, Munters provides two versions of the Spares Kits:

**3 year Maintenance Spares Kit:**
This kit contains the parts we recommend to replace during the third year of operation.

**6 year Maintenance Spares Kit:**
In addition to the parts in the 3 years maintenance kit, this kit also contains parts that by experience have a lifetime of approximately 6 years. Consumable parts that have to be replaced more frequently, like filters and drive belts, are not included in the kits.

The perfect match
Optimize the replacement of the spare parts in the kits by ordering a complete overhaul performed by a member of Munters’ global team of highly qualified Service Technicians.

A kit on site with the most critical original Munters spare parts for your desiccant air treatment equipment minimizes downtime.

Drawing upon the vast experience of its global service organisation, Munters has created a selection of kits comprising the most critical parts for its range of dehumidifiers, tailored to the needs of different applications.

Having a Critical Spares Kit with original Munters parts at hand will minimize the downtime of the unit, thereby securing the specified facility climate and reducing eventual loss of expensive production time.

**Standard Kit:**
Our standard kit consists of the most critical parts - not assembled, but all delivered separately, ready to replace.

**Advanced Kit:**
The parts in the Advanced Kit are already assembled, e.g. into a complete fan and this kit contains a broader selection of critical parts.

The Advanced Kit is designed for installations where downtime is a critical factor, as the pre-assembled parts are fast and easy to replace.

The Advanced Kit also contains consumables like filters and drive belts for one replacement.
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Read more about Munters Service products at www.munters.com/Service

---

**Your local office**

Australia Phone +61 2 8843 1580, serviceairt@munters.com.au
Austria Phone +43 1 6164298-0, service.dh@munters.at
Belgium & Luxemburg Phone +32 15285611, info@muntersbelgium.be
Brazil Phone +55 41 3317 5050, munters@com.br
Canada Phone +1 905 858 5894, dhinfo@munters.com
China Phone +86 10 8041 8000, serviceairt@munters.cn
Czech Republic Phone +420 544 211 434, servicecz@munters.de
Denmark Phone +45 4495 3355, service.dh@munters.dk
Finland Phone +358 40 186 3074, service.dh@munters.fi
France Phone +33 1 3411 5757, service.dh@munters.fr
Germany Phone +49 40 87 96 90-0, service.dh@munters.de
India Phone +91 20 6681 8900, serviceairt@munters.in
Italy Phone +39 0183 521 377, service.dh@munters.it
Japan Phone +81 3 5970 0021, serviceairt@munters.jp
Korea Phone +82 2 761 8701, munters@munters.co.kr
Mexico Phone +52 722 270 4029, service.dh@munters.com.Netherlands Phone +31 172 43 32 31, service@munters.nl
Poland Phone +48 58 305 35 17, service.dh@munters.pl
Singapore Phone +65 6744 6828, serviceairt@munters.com.sg
Spain & Portugal Phone +34 91 640 09 02, service.dh@munters.es
Sweden & Norway Phone +46 8 626 6300, service.dh@munters.se
Switzerland Phone +41 52 343886, service.dh@munters.ch
Thailand Phone +66 2 6422 6703, serviceairt@munters.com.sg
Turkey Phone +90 216 548 1444, service@munters.com.tr
UAE Phone +971 4 8809295, middle.east@munters.com
United Kingdom & Ireland Phone +44 1480 432243, service.dh@munters.co.uk
USA Phone +1 978 241 1100, dhservice@munters.com
Vietnam Phone +84 8 3825 6838, vietnam@muntersasia.com